
EQUI-ABSOLUTE CONVERGENCE OF
EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSIONS1

G. W. HEDSTROM

1. Introduction. The eigenfunctions we allow are described in §2,

and examples are given in §4. We prove in §3 that a function with

small enough support has an absolutely convergent eigenfunction

expansion if and only if its Fourier series converges absolutely. In

§5 we mention similar results for integral transforms.

We first point out two examples which show that our results are

not completely trivial. P. Levy [5, p. 5] has shown that for

[/sin x\'
log(—) 0 < x <

the cosine series converges absolutely while the sine series does not.

Also, the cosine series of

CO

gix) = £ kr2 sin 2hx,       0 < x < w,
i

is not absolutely convergent, while the sine series obviously is (cf.

[l, p. 632]). We shall see in Theorem 4 that this is due to a boundary

effect.

The results of this paper are a generalization of the following theo-

rem of N. Wiener [8, p. 14].

Theorem 1. Let f be continuous on (0, oo) and let f(x) =0 for x out-

side [c, d]. Let [c, d] E(a, b) C(0, oo), b finite. Then the Fourier cosine

transform of f is in Li(0, oo) if and only if the Fourier series of f on

(a, b) converges absolutely.

2. Conditions on the orthogonal functions. For an interval (a, b),

either finite or infinite, let {vk} be a complete orthogonal set of func-

tions in real L2(ci, b). Let there be numbers 9k and Xi such that uni-

formly on every [c, d]E(a, b)

(1) vk(x) = cos(X*x - 6k) + o(l)
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as k—» ». Here we assume that

(2) 0 ¡S Ai á Xt á • • • ,       X* -» «.

Besides this, let there be a number r¡ such that for every ju

(3) £ iwh*».
i.aXi<M-l

More specifically, for each [c, d]Eia, b) let

(4) »*(x) = cbkix) cos Atx + ^a(x) sin X&X.

Here the 4>k and \pk are assumed to be absolutely continuous. Also we

assume that on [c, d] uniformly in k the <pk, d>k , \pk, \pk are bounded

and the <b¿, tyl are of bounded variation.

Remark. For many orthogonal systems it is more convenient to

note that (3) is a consequence of the requirement that the number of

\k in each interval of unit length be uniformly bounded. We have from

(1)

I    vk ̂    I    w* .—' I     cos2(X4x — 6k)dx ~ id — c)/2.

Thus there is a positive er such that

£       Iklhácr       £       1,
MSX*<M+1 jlSXfcSC+l

from which (3) follows.

3. Absolute convergence of orthogonal expansions. We first men-

tion two theorems which allow us to confine our attention to the

absolute convergence of the coefficients.

Theorem 2. Let the vk satisfy the conditions of the previous section. Let

£|c*| < ». Then £|e*!/*(x)| <», a<x<b, and £e;4%(x) converges

uniformly on every [c, d]C.(a, b).

This follows immediately from (1).

In the opposite direction we have

Theorem 3. Let the vk satisfy the conditions of §2. If £| ckvk(x) \ < »

on a set of positive measure, then £ | ck | < ».

Let E be the set of absolute convergence. Since we have

lim inf   I    | vk(x) | dx > 0
t—»co J  g

from (1), the result follows from Lusin's theorem [3, p. 153].
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Lemma 1. Suppose the conditions of §2 are satisfied. Let

(5) f(x)   =  g(x) COS LiX

or

(6) f(x) = g(x) sin nx

where ju^O, g is absolutely continuous on (a, b), g(x)=0 outside an

interval [c, d]E(a,b), and g' is of bounded variation on [c, d]. Let

(7) Bk = (/, v„)\\vt\\-*.

Then there is a constant M, independent of a and the behavior of f on

[c, d], such that

(8) £ | Bk |  = M var g'.
(Ml

It is sufficient to consider only (5) since the other case is similar. By

equation (4)

Bk = ||%||~2<  I    g(x)cbk(x) cos fix cos \kxdx

+ I    gix)^kix) cos ctx sin \kxdx> .

Since the second integral in curly brackets is similar to the first, we

consider only the first.

Since g(x) =0 for x outside [c, d], we estimate

(9) Ck = ||n*||-2 I    gix)4>kix) cos ßx cos \kxdx.
J c

A computation involving integration by parts twice shows that

| C* |  á IWh2 min \(d - c) sup | g4>k | , 2(X* - n)~2 var (gct>k)'\.
L [Ml U,d] J

However,

var (gcbk)' Si sup | <j>k \ var g' + 2(d - c) sup | <¡>k \ sup | g' \

+ var <f>¿ sup | g | .

But sup | g | = (d — c) sup | g' |, and sup \g'\ Ú var g' since the average

value of g' is zero. Thus from the assumptions on the <j>k,

(10) \Ck\   = Mo\\vk\\-2 min[l, (\k - M)"2] var g'.
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We now estimate the sum using (3)

jJ-láXi<d+l

/■=—»; j>—1.0   /i+;'áX(t<^+J+l

£|c*| úMoí   £   |

+    £ £    (x»-i.HWh}
/—mth*—ltO   (i+ySXt<ii-i-i+l '

á¿7oJ2J? + 2,,£j-2j varg'.

We are ready for the main theorem of the paper once the trapezoid

function is defined. Leta<7<5<j3. Then 7(x) = 1 on [7, 5]; T(x) =0

outside (a, ß); and P(x) is linear on [a, y] and on [S, /£}].

Theorem 4. Let the functions vk be orthogonal on (a, b) and the func-

tions w¡ orthogonal on (a', b'), both systems satisfying the conditions in

§2. Let T be a trapezoid function with support

[a, ß] E (a, b) H ia', b').

Letf= £c/kt>* with £| Ci I < ». Then Tf= £¿,-w,- arc'íft £| d¡\ < ».

We know from Theorem 2 that the series ^,ckvk converges uni-

formly on [a, ß]. Hence,

dj = £c*||wy||~2 I    TvkWj
k Ja

= £ c*|WI~   )   I    r(x)c6i(x) cos XiXWj(x)eix

+ I    r(x)^(x) sin \kxWj(x)dx> .

By Lemma 1 and the conditions on the <bk and \f/k

£ I ¿y I   á £ I et I M{ var (7^)' + var(rfc)'} < °° •
k k

In this theorem we may use orthogonal trigonometric functions as

either the vk or the w,-. Hence we have the

Corollary. Let the functions vk satisfy the conditions of §2. Let

/(x) = 0 outside [a, ß]. Let

[a, ß] C (a', V) C ia, b),

a', b' finite. Then the vk expansion of f on ia, b) converges absolutely if

and only if the Fourier expansion off on ia', b') converges absolutely.
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4. Examples. We shall show that the common Sturm-Liouville

eigenfunctions satisfy our conditions. Let {vk, \k} be the solutions of

the problem

(11) y" + X2y = ry,        - 00 g a < x < b = 00,

with some homogeneous boundary conditions. We assume that r is

real valued and that the eigenvalues are discrete, with \k—>oo. By

adding a constant to r we can obtain

(12) 1 = Xi = X2 = • • • .

Lemma 2. Let r be of bounded variation on every [c, d] Eia, b). Then

with the proper normalization we have uniformly on [c, d]

(I) vk(x) = cos(X*x - 6k) + o(l)

as ¿—»00. Also

(i) vk(x) = <bk(x) cos X*x + \pk(x) sin \kx

with the cpk and \pk absolutely continuous. The <f>k, <pk , \bk, \pk are bounded

and the <pk , \pk are of bounded variation uniformly in k on [c, d].

By the variation of constants formula there are constants Ak, 6k

such that

-1 rx
(13) vk(x) = Ak cos(X*x — 6k) + Xi    |     sinXt(x — t)r(l)vk(t)dl.

We normalize so that Ak = 1. The estimate (1) then follows easily.

To prove the rest of the lemma, we see from (13) that we should

take

<t>k(x) = COS0A — Xft    I     sin \ktr(f)vk(l)dt;

<f>k(x) = — Xk   sinXkxr(x)vk(x).

The <pk and <f>k are clearly bounded on [c, d] uniformly in k. By

differentiating (13) we see that the functions XrW are uniformly

bounded. Hence, the <f>¿ are of bounded variation on [c, d] uniformly

in k. The \pk are similar:

-1 rx
ypk(x) = sin Bk + X*    I     cos\klr(t)vk(t)dt.

For these eigenfunctions all the conditions of §2 will be satisfied

as soon as (3) is satisfied. This is true for the following classical cases.
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For most of them it is sufficient to note that the number of A* in each

interval of unit length is bounded by a constant independent of the

interval.

The eigenfunctions of the regular Sturm-Liouville problem are ad-

missible [4, pp. 213-214, 262]

y" + \2y = ry,        — »<a<x<ô<»,

sin ay (a) — cos ay'(a) = 0,

sin ßy(b) - cos ßy'(b) = 0.

Here r is assumed to be integrable over (a, b) and of bounded varia-

tion on every [c, d]Eia, b).

The Bessel functions

vk(x) = (Xix)1/2/(1(Xi:x),

0<x^l, ju>-l/2, with /„(Ai)=0 satisfy the conditions of §2 [7,

pp. 199, 506],
Another example is given by the Jacobi polynomials [6, pp. 66,

163]:
/ x\a+m/ x\ß+l/2

nix) = ik + ljWsin — J        icos —j       Pk     (cosx),

0<x<ir,a>-l,ß>-l.

For Laguerre and Hermite polynomials it can be shown that (3)

is true. The proper form for the Laguerre functions is [6, pp. 96, 193]:

vk(x) = ik + 1) e       x       Lk   ix),        0<x<», a> — 1.

Our normalization for the Hermite functions is [6, p. 194]:

Vkix) = ik+ l)1/%1/4(è!)-1'22-«+1>'2Ai(x)e-12/2.

5. Absolute convergence of integral transforms. The results of §§3

and 4 can be generalized to corresponding theorems about integral

transforms derived from Sturm-Liouville problems. We shall state

only the results.

We impose conditions similar to those of §2. Let a real function

vix, A), 0 <x < », 0 <A < », satisfy

(14) s(x, X) = cos(Xx - 0(A)) + o(l)

as A—* », uniformly in x on every [c, d ] C (0, » ). As before we require

that for each [c, d]C(0, »)

(15) vix, X) = ef>(x, X) cos Xx + \¡/(x, X) sin Xx,
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c — x=d, 0<X< 00. Here <p and ip are assumed to be absolutely con-

tinuous in x for each X. Also on [c, d] uniformly in X we require

<p, <px, \p, \px to be bounded and <px, \px to be of bounded variation.

We assume the existence of a nondecreasing function cr such that

for each / in real L2 there is a transform h :

(16) lim    f    |A(X) -   f  f(x)v(x, \)dx\ da(\) = 0,
b—• »   J 0     L J 0 J

and

(17) lim   j     \f(x) -  f    h(\)v(x,X)do-(\)\dx = 0.
b—te    J 0      L J 0 J

Also we assume that there is a constant 77 independent of X such that

(18) <r(X + 1) - <r(X) g r,.

Except possibly for the realness of X and (18) these conditions are

satisfied by the solutions of the boundary value problem:

y" + X2y = ry,       0 < x < 00

(19)
sin ay(0) — cos cry'(0) = 0

[2, p. 232]. Here r is to be real valued and of bounded variation on

every [c, d]C(0, 00). We assume that we have the limit point case

since the limit circle case yields series expansions.

Theorem 5. Let vix, X) satisfy the conditions listed above. Let

fEL2(0, oo) and let/(x)=0 outside [c, ¿]C(0, <*>). Supposef is repre-

sented by the transforms

g(t) cos txdt,
o

/» oo
h(\)v(x,\)do(\).

0

Then /0°° | g(t) \dt<<» if and only if /0°° | h(\) | d<r(X) < °o.

The proof is similar to that in §3.
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A COMPARISON THEOREM FOR SPACES
OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS

LOUIS DE BRANGES

A Hubert space, whose elements are entire functions, is of par-

ticular interest if it has these properties:

(HI) Whenever F(z) is in the space and has a nonreal zero w, the

function F(z)iz — w)/iz — w) is in the space and has the same norm

as A(z).

(H2) For every nonreal number w, the linear functional defined on

the space by A(z)—>A(w) is continuous.

(H3) Whenever A(z) is in the space, the function A*(z) = 7'(z) is

in the space and has the same norm as P(z). If A(z) is an entire func-

tion which satisfies the inequality

(1) | E(ß) |   < | Eiz) |

for y>0 iz = x+iy), let A(z) = ^4(z) — iBiz), where ^4(z) and A(z) are

entire functions which are real for real z, and

Kiw, z) = [Biz)Aiw) - Aiz)Biw)]/[iriz - w)].

Let 3C(A) be the corresponding set of entire functions P(z) such that

||P||2 =  f | F(t)/Eit) \2dt < »,

with integration on the real axis, and

|F(z)|2^||p||2A(z,z)

for all complex z. Then, 3C(A) is a Hubert space of entire functions
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